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	This study analyzes the implementation of scientific approaches in teaching English in SMP N 1 Bodeh. The objectives of this study are: (1) to find out the types of teaching strategies and, (2) to investigate the application of learning strategies in teaching English, especially conversation. 
	This research project is a case study. The subject of this study was two English teachers who taught in SMP N 1 Bodeh. Data was obtained through interview in SMP N 1 Bodeh. After that the analysis uses a qualitatively descriptive method.
	The result of this study showed that the two English teachers use different strategies in conversation class. The first teacher combines role play and drilling when students forget the text while portraying their role then the teacher reads the text and students repeat it for a number of times until the right can play a role in the front of the class. The result from second teacher uses role play in combination with presentation because before playing the role before the class students are asked to present the text first in front of the new class after the presentation of students portray the role with the group in the class.
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	This chapter identifies and discusses the problem related to this research. The concept of teaching strategies and the objectives of the research are stated as guidelines for conducting this research. In the last part, significances of the research are mentioned to emphasize the expected contribution of this research to the field of language learning and education.
A. Background of the Problem 
In learning English, there are still many things that become problems by students such as thinking too much about what talked about, the lack of vocabulary that is possessed by students, there is no habit early to use English, regardless of the problem there is also a thing that is feared by students especially the result of learning English, because it is always considered failed when the results are not in accordance with the wishes of the Consequently, English teachers in the demand are responsible for failures in making students are able to use English for productive communication. To address the above educators simply pay attention to research that discusses methodology and strategy in English language instruction.




Characteristic of junior high school students aged 10 to 14 years is the general growth rate, the reactions and emotional expressions are still unstable and uncontrollable, the development of the use of password language and start to learn foreign languages. Teachers are therefore expected to apply a learning approach that pays attention to the difference between individuals or small groups, appearing a good example for students and giving students the opportunity to learn responsibly. In addition, the characteristics of high school students aged 14 to 18 years is the overall growth rate is decreasing, very slow, the reactions and expressions of his emotions seem to be restrained and able to control himself and more to establish themselves in certain foreign languages he chooses. The teacher is therefore expected to implement a learning model that allows students to think critically, reflections, and positively, provide training to develop problem solving skills and take decisions.
Teaching strategies is a teacher plan of selection ways to use in learning activities where the learning focuses on the students’ activities. The selection is done by considering the situation and conditions, learning resources, needs and characteristics of learners faced in order to achieve an effective and efficient learning objectives. In this case, teacher provides several teaching strategies based on those considerations.
In the teaching learning activities, teaching also creates interaction between a teacher and his students. To support their expected goals in teaching, teachers could use some different strategies to support language skills (listening,  reading,  speaking and writing). The purpose of teaching speaking is to improve the oral production of the students. They do the spoken activities. The speaking activities for examples are conversation, speech, drilling, role play, debate etc.
According to Milova (2015:34-36) Teaching conversation is teaching learners to produce English sounds and sound patterns, as well as using sentences, intonations, word stress and the rhythm of foreign languages by selecting words and sentences that are as familiar as the situation and teaching materials. Moreover, there are many strategies can be applied in teaching conversation, Harmer (2003:116-117) argues that there are some strategies used by teachers to teach English such as: pair work, role play, drilling, and group discussion.
	Every problem will be resolved, as well as difficulties in speaking English fluently in high school students. Although The usual pronunciation of Indonesia 'A' is a 'E', translation suppose if in Indonesia in the explain explained reverse direction in the English explained, so if the object of Indonesia used to be new subject when English language, different articulation between Bahasa Indonesia and English, not familiar with English language that is not language, thus making students difficulty in speaking English. Brown, (2000:142) states that the idea of ​​students that they are fully capable of achieving the task is at least partly a factor in their main success in achieving this task.
The reason why the writer is interested on conducting the research  because there are so many students have difficulties in following teacher’s strategies in speaking conversation class. And therefore an accordance strategies are needed in order to make students understand and involved in the learning process.
B. Statements of the Problems 
	The statements of the problems in this research are formulated as follows:
What are the types of strategies used by teachers in teaching English conversation?
How do the teachers implement teaching strategies in English conversation Class?
C. Conceptual / Operational Definitions
a. Teaching Strategies
Teaching Strategies are the way we will solve problems quickly, precisely and efficiently. There are several ways to analyze the subject matter, compile the factors that affect the problem, and take appropriate steps to solve the problem. Selection is conducted by looking at the situation and conditions, learning resources, needs and characteristics of the students faced, to achieve effective and efficient learning goals. According to Gill(2017:4) Teaching Strategies are a way to define policies before learning in the classroom starting with the help of which teaching objectives are achieved
b. Teaching Speaking
Teaching speaking is teaching speaking is a way to teach English with the aim of getting students to speak, voice, pronunciation, structure and grammar. In addition, because speaking is difficult, more effort is needed on the part of students and teachers. It is not enough for students to listen or speak only. Teachers need to provide student activities to practice new speech among the four basic language skills.
c. Conversation
Conversation is talking between two or more people in which thoughts, feelings and ideas are expressed, questions are asked and answered, or news and information are exchanged. Schmidt (2010:178) stated dialogue in language teaching is a conversation model used to practice speaking and to provide examples of language usage. Dialogue is often written specifically in a language that has been simple to practice it more easily and efficiently, so the conversation is not like in real life every day.
D. Objectives of the Research
	The objectives of the study is stated as follows:
To analyze the types of strategies applied by the teacher in teaching English conversation.






E. Significances of the Research
	There are two significances in this study,  that are theoretical and practical significances:
1. Theoretical Significances
     The result can be a reference for choosing the strategies in teaching English especially in speaking conversation.
2. Practical Significances
a. For Researcher 
	    The result can be the guide for the result in future and add some new knowledge. 
b. For the Teacher
    The teacher can use the teaching strategy that easier to teach speaking conversation and teachers gain additional knowledge about the kinds of strategies that can be used in teaching English.	
c. For Students






REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
	This chapter consists of two parts. The first part discussion about the review of the previous studies related to teaching strategies in speaking conversation and the second is review of related theories in implementation strategies for teaching English especially in conversation.
Review of the Previous Studies
Regarding of this study, there are three previous studies. The first study discussed about “Teaching Conversation in English Language Classroom: Conversational Techniques”. Milova (2015:2-4) this article discussed practical analysis of teaching conversations based on real situations and developing the conversational skills of learners in English classes. To teach students conversations, teachers must use special conversational techniques such as role-play, small group discussions, simulations, debates, improvisation, brainstorming, interviews, reporting, and others. Therefore, in teaching English the teacher conversation uses several techniques such as, role-play, small group discussion, debate and improvisation.
	The second studies was entitled “English Teachers’ in Teaching Conversation Materials at High School Level in Medan” (Saragih 2019). In this study found that the teaching strategies used by English teachers in teaching conversational materials at the high school level in Medan are partner work, role playing, group discussion and drilling. First and second English teachers use group discussion strategies more often, because when using this strategy the teaching learning process is more relaxed, enjoyed, and can make students interested in actively speaking in English. Another with a third teacher he uses role-playing strategies because students can practice their speaking skills directly in front of the class with colleagues. Teachers so use drilling strategies, as they assist students in improving their pronunciation. And the last teacher used the couple's work strategy when defending English, because they had the opportunity to speak English in pairs and could make students more active in the classroom.
	The last studies was conducted by (Anjaniputra, 2013) The study was conducted to describe the teacher's strategy of teaching speaking to students at the middle level, as well as recognizing students' responses to strategies by engaging English teachers and 22 students in the classroom. In collecting data, observations and classroom interviews were conducted to identify teaching speaking strategies, and questionnaires were given to students to get data on their responses to strategies using descriptive research. Then researchers found that the strategies used by teachers in teaching English conversation were creative, drilling, cooperative, and role-play activities. Moreover, the student's response to the strategy is positive because it reproduces the oral production of the student concerned whose participation is emphasized and they respond that the strategies help them to speak out.
	In conclusion both of those previous findings, the researcher found similarities and differences. The similarity among this study and other previous studies have some purposes to analyze the teachers strategies applied in teaching conversation. The differences were for the first previous study she focused in small-group discussions, role-plays, simulations, improvisations, debates, brainstorming, reporting, interview and others, the second previous study focus in teaching strategies pair work, role play, group discussion and drilling applied in high school level in Medan, the third previous study focus on teaching strategies cooperative activities, role-play, creative tasks, and drilling. Moreover, this study concerns to analyze teaching strategies role play, pair work, group work, drilling and presentation used in English conversation class in Bodeh Junior High School.
B. Review of Related Theories
1. Teaching Strategies
Teaching strategies are the different techniques used by the teachers to assist these students with various learning style. These other teaching strategies encourage teachers to improve critical thinking among students and effectively employing them in the classroom. The choice of education strategies depends on the idea to be learnt and also on the benefit of these students. Strategy for education have two elements. First, teachers will motivate students to develop their own learning strategy, and help them do better. Second, teachers will change the quality of their personal education with an education strategy in which they have.
Gill (2017:4) argued for determining some policy strategies before presenting the content with the help of the teaching objectives that have been achieved. These are some planning to achieve the goals you want to accomplish. Strategy is a skill that is full of planning a working system with objectives that can be accomplished easily. The strategy changes according to the situation change. A teaching strategy is a means of achieving learning objectives. According to Harmer (2003) There are several strategies in teaching speaking, such as :
a. Role play 
       This strategy explains that students do a real life reenact a genuine experience as though they were doing as such in reality, either as themselves in that gathering or assuming the job of personality not the same as themselves or with considerations and emotions they do not really share. Role-play can be used to encourage general oral fluency, or to train students for specific situations especially where they are studying English Specific Purpose. There are advantages of role play, which is fun and also motivates learning activities. In addition to providing opportunities for student to argue and their behavior more honest without having responsibility for what they say in the way they do when they speak for themselves, it also allows students to develop the language and use it more widely. Based on Nunan (2003:22) role playing is an effective activity to do in the classroom while teaching speaking. Other expert Kroll (2001:107) explained role play could be a talking movement appropriate for learning and practicing social cultural varieties in discourse activities, such as complaining, praising, etc. This strategy could be a technique by practicing concurring to the initial conditions within the real world, where the learners must act and speak as old as the characters they play. In addition Harmer (2003:274) stated that role play have some characteristic to make it work in teaching learning, such as:
Reality of function: The students must not think of themselves as students, but as real participants in the situations.
Simulated environment: For example, the teacher says that the classroom is an airport check-in area.
Structure: The students must see how the activity is constructed and they must be given the necessary information to carry out the simulation effectively.
In role play, it must add the elements of giving the participants information about who are they, and what they think and feel. There are several procedures in using role play. House (1997:23) stated that:
Firstly students read and familiarize themselves with the (example) dialogue.
Second, they are divided into small group, for example in pairs, A and B. They will have role from the dialogues.
Next, teacher lets them acting out their role play, not just say them but they should read it loudly. 
4) After that, teacher walks around correcting and checking. 
5) Last, students swap roles and repeat, those whose finish first can be asked to make up their own role play, using different words to fill the gaps.
So, the strategies role play is a learning method in which there is a mock (acting) behavior of the students in accordance with the predefined roles, where students mimic the situation of the figures in such a way as to dramatize and express the behavior, expression, movements of a person in social relations among human beings. Role playing methods can lead to a learning experience, such as cooperative, communicative skills, and interpret an incident. Through role playing, students try to explore relationships between people by demonstrating and discussing them, so that together students can explore feelings, attitudes, values, and problem solving strategies.
b. Pair Work
Pair work strategy is the activity of students can practice the language together Harmer (2003:116). They can type in, predict of the reading, and act what they have turned in to, read, or seen. The focal point of pair work are as follows :
It can increase the sum of speaking time that students get within the classroom.
It permits the students to act and work freely without direction from the teacher.
It recognizes that ‘two heads are better than one’, it makes class more loose and friendly place and it is generally fast and simple to organize. 

       Pair work also has disadvantages, such as it is very noisy, thus it makes teachers and students may dislike it make teachers fell worried that they will lose control of their course, make students distant absent from the point of the exercise or students can talk about other, and also many students feel that they would rather relate to the teacher as individuals than interact with other that weak as they are. Harmer (2003:116) define there are three procedures of pair work there is before, during and after:
Before :
When we want to use a pair work strategy on students, we must first explain what material they should discuss from the material, and they should be in time to complete their assignment. Success in the pair work is determined by the time the teacher has set and the students must complete the assignment on time. It gives them a clear system to cooperate. On the other hand in light exercises such as reading poetry, we can utilize the pair work to see who finished the first time. Although learning a language is not a contest, but in this game there must be a slight sense of competition. The important thing about instructions is that the student should understand and agree on what the task is. To check that they do we may inquire them to rehash the informational, or in monolingual classes, to interpret them into their mother tongue.
During : 
While students are working on assignments, we have several options. We can stand in front of or next to the class and keep an eye on what happens. Alternative methods can be to play in the classroom, watch and listen to the work of a particular pair. We can do that for a while, afterwards we can help students with suggestions and mentor them to their students. When students start to give up and start using Bahasa Indonesia again, we can encourage and persuade and help students to return to use English when they are experiencing difficulties while working on the task. But however we intervene or take part in the work of a pair works it is vital that we bear in mind the most appropriate way to do so.
After : 
When Pair works stop working, we have to look at what problems make the strategy fail. We need to give students the opportunity to talk about what difficulties the students are experiencing so that difficulties while following the learning process using such strategies and if necessary, adding evaluations can help and make adjustments to the pair works strategy. Finally, it is vital to remember that constructive feedback on the content of student work can greatly enhance the students future motivation. The feedback we give on language mistakes is only one part of that process.
       Moreover, pair work strategy is dividing the whole class into pairs. Every student’s work with his or her partner and all the pairs work at the same time. The strategy is make the student directly involved in learning namely by relating whatever the learned with the context in their real live for example daily activity, family life, fashion, friendship etc. Pair work is an important component of the communicative approach, and is also a form of collaborative or cooperative learning strategy which is working with one or more peer to obtain feedback information or a model a language activity. Pair work means students collaborate  with  their  partners  to  accomplish  tasks  and  reach  its  aim. Working in pairs can help to promote interaction between the learners and as a result that it will increase their interest. We know that Positive  attitudes  and  motivation are  related  to  success  in  second  language  learning. It can be concluded that holding an oral work is really essential to be done by the teacher. There are a lot of advantages which can make the students achieve some skills such like in speaking, reading also writing.
c. Drilling
Drilling is how to get students to practice their skills by using certain language items in a repetitive and controlled way. According to Harmer (2003:249) drilling is way in getting students to demonstrate and practice their ability to use specific language item in a controlled manner.
Drilling is a technique that has been used in foreign language classrooms for many years. It was a key feature of audio-lingual method approaches to language teaching, which placed emphasis on repeating structural patterns through oral practice. Based on Rodgers (1991:53) stated that dialogues and drills form are the basis of audio lingual classroom practices. In addition, Brooks in Rodgers (1991:40) stated that the use of drills and pattern practice is a distinctive feature of the audio-lingual method. Various kinds of drills used include the following: 
Repetition: The student repeats the speech after he listens to it. This is done without looking at the text. The re-speech should be short enough for it to be easy to emulate.
Inflection: One word in speech appears in another form when repeated. 
Replacement: One word in an utterance is replaced by another. 
Restatement: Students repeat the speech and discuss it with others, according to the instructions.
Completion: Students hear a complete speech except one word, then repeat the speech in full form.
Transposition: A change in word order is necessary when a word is added. 
7. Expansion: When a word is added it takes a certain place in the sequence. 
8. Contraction: A single word stands for a phrase or clause. 
9. Transformation: A sentence is changed by being made negative or interrogative or through tense changes, mood, sound, aspect, or modality.
10. Integration: Two separate utterances are integrated into one. 
11. Rejoinder: The student makes an appropriate rejoinder to a given utterance. 
12. Restoration: The student is given a sequence of words that have been culled from a sentence but still bear its basic meaning 
The advantages of drilling techniques are it helps our learners memorize language by the teacher’s control. The teacher can correct any mistakes that students make, and encourage them to concrete on difficulties at the sometime. While the weaknesses of drilling are it makes the students not creative. They do not have little choice over what is they said. The teacher needs to handle the drills, and it is fairly monotonous.
Based on the study drilling strategy is drill is an exercise with practice that is done repeatedly or continuously or to acquire practical skills and agility about the knowledge learned. More than that, it is expected that the knowledge or skills that have been learned are permanent, steady and can be used at any time by the concerned.
d. Group work
	According to Harmer (2003:271) conducting group discussions can provide some advantages, such as (i) can improve speaking for each student; (ii) encourage cooperation and negotiation; (iii) exercises to improve student problem solving. In addition there are three procedures about group work there before, during and after:
Before :
When we want to use a group works strategy on students, we must first explain what material they should discuss from the material, and they should be in time to complete their assignment. Success in the pair work is determined by the time the teacher has set and the students must complete the assignment on time. It gives them a clear system to cooperate. On the other hand in light exercises such as reading poetry, we can utilize the pair work to see who finished the first time. Although learning a language is not a contest, but in this game there must be a slight sense of competition. The important thing about instructions is that the student should understand and agree on what the task is. To check that they do we may inquire them to rehash the informational, or in monolingual classes, to interpret them into their mother tongue.
During : 
While students are working on assignments, we have several options. We can stand in front of or next to the class and keep an eye on what happens. Alternative methods can be to play in the classroom, watch and listen to the work of a particular pair. We can do that for a while, afterwards we can help students with suggestions and mentor them to their students. When students start to give up and start using Indonesia again, we can encourage and persuade and help students to return to use English when they are experiencing difficulties while working on the task. But however we intervene or take part in the work of a group works it is vital that we bear in mind the most appropriate way to do so.
3) After : 
When group works stop working, we have to look at what problems make the strategy fail. We need to give students the opportunity to talk about what difficulties the students are experiencing so that difficulties while following the learning process using such strategies and if necessary, adding evaluations can help and make adjustments to the group works strategy. Finally, it is vital to remember that constructive feedback on the content of student work can greatly enhance the student future motivation. The feedback we give on language mistakes is only one part of that process.
     Finally, group discussion strategy is one of the active learning types where students are divided into small groups and work together to perform the assignments previously designed by the teacher, provided each group member has a standing and independent responsibility to the personal.
2. Speaking
  Speaking is the delivery of language through the mouth. To speak, we make some sounds using many parts of our body, including the lungs, vocal chords, vocal tract, teeth, lips and tongue. According to Brown (1981:183) speaking as an interactive process of building meaning that involves producing, receiving and processing information. Its shape and meaning depends on the context in which it occurs, including participants themselves, their experiences, physical environment, and purpose to speak. It is often spontaneous, open ends, and develops.
Harmer, (2003:274) explained teaching speaking is to train students for communication. Therefore, language activities in the speaking class should focus on the use of language individually. This requires teachers not only to create a warm and humanistic classroom atmosphere, but also to provide each student to speak. There are five basic types of speaking based on Brown (2000:141) as follows:
a. Imitative 
     The ability only to imitate words, phrases and possibly sentences. When facing this stage, teachers focus on the pronunciation of students rather than the ability to understand or convey meaning. 
b. Intensive 
     Production of a short oral language design to demonstrate competence in a narrow band of grammatical, phrasal, lexical, or phonological relationships.
c. Responsive 
     Interaction and understanding tests but on a rather limited level very short conversations, standard greetings and small talk, simple requests and comments, and such. 
d. Transactional (dialogue) 
       It is carried out for the purpose of conveying or exchanging specific information, is in extended form of responsive language. 
e. Interpersonal (dialogue) 
       This is done more for the purpose of maintaining social relationships than for the transmission of facts and information. The interpersonal speaking performance form is 23 interviews, role playing, discussion, conversation, games and speeches. 
f. Extensive 
       Oral production tasks include speech, oral presentation, and storytelling, where opportunities for oral interaction from listeners are very limited.			
Based on the definition speaking above, it can be concluded that speaking is an important instrument of communication included expressing ideas, sharing meaning, feeling or opinion through verbal or non-verbal symbol. A teacher should know that talking is not only about the proper use of voice but also the choice of words so that one can communicate with others. The student performance stage is also part of the consideration of designing English teaching activities. Our teaching goals will influence activities in the classroom.
Conversation
Conversation could be a joint activity in which two or more members use linguistic shapes and nonverbal signals to communicate interactively. Dialogues are conversations between two participants (in spite of the fact that the terms exchange and conversation are frequently utilized interchangeably). Face to face conversation is universal engaged in by all human societies, and giving an interactive setting in which children learn their local dialects. Conversation may moreover be mediated, such as when electronic innovation is used for discourse or content. This section takes an interdisciplinary approach to characterizing conversation and its key characteristics.
Nolasco, (1995:15) stated that 'conversation' means when two or more people have the right to speak or listen without having to follow a fixed schedule, such as an agenda. In conversation everyone can have something to say and anyone can talk at any time. In everyday life we sometimes refer to conversations as 'chatter' and the focus of the book is on these types of oral interactions, not on more formal occasions and plans to talk, such as meetings. Based on Kroll (2001:108) one of the speaking activities is a conversation that is the most basic form of oral communication. But only a few of them have the opportunity or confidence in unplanned conversations with native speakers. So, Conversation is a form of information exchange or idea from one person to another. The conversation itself is a more informal conversational activity.
The function of conversation is incorporate the trade of information; the creation and support of social connections such as friendship; the arrangement of status and social parts, as well as deciding on and carrying out joint activities. Conversation therefore has many functions, in spite of the fact that its essential reason in our own language is probably social.
Male and female differences in conversation Current inquire about reveals interesting sex differences in conversation among local speakers. Ladies, for case, are more likely to show an intrigued in individual subtle elements than men. Women are usually more interested in discussing things that are more subtle and lighter than the same male feeling, let alone women are good listeners so it could develop a single topic of the discussion by asking or commenting on the topic. However, men are more reluctant to reveal personal data. They incline toward it when there may be a reason for the discussion and they would or maybe talk about exterior themes, e.g. recreations, pastimes, legislative issues, cars, etc. than themselves. This may impact our choice of theme Nolasco (1995:21).
Conversation rules and structures are about how a conversation is organized and how to maintain the conversation. Dörnyei, (1995:3) argued that conversation is a highly organized activity that shows pattern and regularity. Here are the issues in the rules and structure of the conversation:
Opening 
     There are several ways to start a conversation. In the opening, the participants decide whether the conversation belongs informally or formally.
Turn-taking
     The turn-taking mechanisms determine who talks, when, and how long, to avoid the conversation into a breakdown.

Interrupting
     Interrupting in a conversation is tolerated in a certain number of times. A lot of annoying is not good because it is considered rude in English. To interfere, participants must use polite and natural expressions.
Adjacency pairs
     A pair of adjacency is a direct response or reaction of a single participant's question, invitation, request, apology, and compliment. But the reaction has two sides to the contrary. The first possible reaction is a polite reaction (expected) as accepting an invitation, request, and apology, while the second reaction will be the opposite, lacking a general (unexpected) reaction such as declining an invitation, request, and apology.
Conversational routines
     Conversation routines are a natural conversation feature where there is a lot of use of fixed expressions. These conversation routines are used to breakdown conversations naturally and smoothly, to appeal to other people's listeners, to change subjects, to react to what others are saying, and to end the conversation well.
Topic shift
     Topic shifts usually occur when participants change topics for two reasons, have enough to talk to a topic or introduce a new topic. When a topic shift occurs in a short period of time, it means that the conversation belongs to an informal conversation.
Closings
     Conversation participants can't just end the conversation. There are rules for ending conversations. There are pre-closures and closures to prepare for the conversation to end.
Social and cultural contexts focus on how someone’s status and personality affect the way conversation will go on. Dörnyei (1995:112) argued that each conversation has different times, places, social contexts in different cultures. Here are some factors that determine how the conversation will go on :
1) Time and location
2) The social situation
3) Workplace and status
4) The social norms of appropriate language use – style and politeness
5) Cross-cultural differences











This chapter presents about the discussion of approach and design of the research, subject of the research, role of the researcher, type of data, data collecting technique, instrument of the research, procedures of analyzing the data, and technique of reporting the data. 
A. Approach and Design of the Research 
	According to Creswell, (2014:22) he argues that research approach is how a research is devised and conducted. Then, in selecting the right research approach, there are several aspects that need to be taken into considerations. Those several aspects are researcher’s assumption, research design and methods, and also the nature research problems. Based on the aspects this research has been identified as qualitative approach.
	In qualitative research does not display numbers or statistics, but relies on how researchers know in analyzing data. The method used in this study is qualitatively descriptive where researchers analyze and describe the types of teaching strategies used by English teachers in the teaching and learning process especially conversation.
	The research design uses case study. Based on Creswell, (2014:290) Case studies are qualitative designs by the way researchers examine in depth the processes, programs, activities, events of one or more individuals. Cases are limited by activity and time, and researchers collect information in detail using various data collection procedures over a defined and ongoing period of time.
B. Subject of the Research
	The subject of the study is the English teachers of second grade level at SMP N 1 Bodeh. The researcher chose two English teachers as the sample because the researcher look at the background of the teacher who have taught more than 10 years so that has a lot of experience in implementing teaching strategies especially conversation. 
C. Role of the Researcher.
In this research, the role of the researcher became interviewer to teachers to support the instrument by asking questions on the list and was determined by the writer. Researcher take data only by using the interviewed way to students and teachers and provide some questioner which to supplement the data needed by researchers. The interviews that are done by researchers consist of several times to dig out the information about the details possible about things that are in meticulous.
D. Type of Data
	There is type of data that the researcher used in this study, that is transcription of in the depth interview about teachers’ communication strategies applied in teaching speaking process in the classroom. In this ponder the essential information obtained by analyst from the comes about of interview. The analyze get the essential information about the interview. The analyst take from diaries and book related to the study for the next information. The information is teachers’ information in actualizing of Logical Approach in educating English. The data that display within the form of sentence, it isn't shape of numeral.
E. Data Collecting Technique
	In collecting the data in teachers’ communication strategies in teaching speaking, the writer used interview. The writer interview the English Teachers to knowing some information from the teacher. Interviews are a discussion with particular goals. In this strategy analysts and two teachers as respondents confronted straight forwardly (confront to confront) to get data orally for the reason of getting information that might clarify the issue of investigative Creswell, (2007:214).
Table 3.1 Interview Creswell, (2014:241)
Data Collecting Technique	Option Within Type	Advantages of the type	Limitations of the type
Interview	Face to face one on one, in-person interview.Telephone-researcher interviews by phone.Focus group-researcher interviews participants in a group.E-mail internet interview.	Useful when participants cannot be directly observed.Participants can provide historical information.Allows researcher control over the line of questioning.	Provides indirect information filtered through the views of interviewees.Provides information in a designated place rather than the natural field setting.Researcher’s presence may bias responses.Not all people are equally articulate and perceptive

In qualitative interviews, the writer conducts face-to-face interviews with participants, interviews participants by telephone, or engages in focus group interviews, with six to eight interviewees in each group. These interviews involve unstructured and generally open-ended questions that are few in number and intended to elicit views and opinions from the participants. There are several approach from interviews such as:
Conduct an unstructured, open-ended interview and take interviews notes.
Conduct an unstructured, open-ended interview, audiotape the interview, and transcribe it
Conduct a semi structured interview, audiotape the interview, and transcribe the interview
Conduct a focus group interview, audiotape the interview, and transcribe it.
Conduct different types of interviews: face to face, focus group, online focus group, telephone interviews.
      In this study, the writer conduct a semi structured interview, audiotape the interview, and transcript the interview.

F. Instrument of Research
	Instrument is the general term that the writer use for a measurement device. Huberman (1994:5)  the instrumentation display consists of a special method for collecting data that focuses on qualitative or quantitatively organized information, and is loose to tightly structured. Based on Creswell, (2007:240) stated about interview.
Qualitative interviews will occur when one or more researcher ask participants one or more questions in general, the question is open and then records their answers. Then the writer wrote the data into computer files to make it easier when in the analysis. The last time to conclude the instrument data is done by means of an interviewed.
The interview method quotes from a Creswell, (2007:226) book that illustrates some sample questions for the interview illustrated in the table below:
Table 3.2 Interview protocol Creswell, (2007:226)
Interviews Protocol
Sample Interview Protocol Interview Protocol Project: University Reaction to a Gunman IncidentTime of Interview:Date: Place: Interviewer: Interviewee: Position of Interviewee:[Describe here the project, telling the interviewee about (a) the purpose of the study, (b) the individuals and sources of data being collected, (c) what will be done with the data to protect the confidentiality of the interviewee, and (d) how long the interview will take.] [Have the interviewee read and sign the consent form.] [Turn on the tape recorder and test it.] Questions: 1. Please describe your role in the incident.2. What has happened since the event that you have been involved in? 3. What has been the impact on the University community of this incident?4. What larger ramifications, if any, exist from the incident? 5. Whom should we talk to find out more about campus reaction to the incident?

G. Procedures of Analyzing Data
	After the data has been collected the next step is analyzing data. According to Huberman, (1994:8) here are some steps of analyzing data in this study, such as: data reduction (extracting the essence), data display (organizing for meaning), and drawing conclusion (explaining). The analyze get from valid data which appropriates with the research questions. This protocol includes the following interviews components:
A heading (date, place, interviewer, interviews).
Instructions for interviewers follow standard procedures so that they can be used continuously.
The usual question is a light question followed by some qualitative research plan questions, then some closing questions.
Next question to follow up and ask the interviewers to explain their ideas in detail or decipher what they have said
Space between the questions to record responses.
A final thank-you statement to acknowledge the time the interviewee spent during the interview.
At the time of interviewing the researcher recorded the interview information with audio and made hand notes. When the interview was suggested researchers noted what was in the interview in addition to additional transcript the data.
The recording of documents and visual materials can be based on the researcher’s structure for taking notes. Typically, notes reflect information about the document or other material as well as key ideas in the documents. 	
     It is helpful to note whether the information represents primary material (i.e., information directly from the people or situation under study) or secondary material (i.e., secondhand accounts of the people or situation written by others). It is also helpful to comment on the reliability and value of the data source. Huberman, (1994:8) also argued Categorize three kinds of activities in the qualitative data analysis, namely:

1. Data Reduction
In reducing the data, each writer guided by the goal to be achieved. The main purpose of qualitative research is on findings. Therefore, if the writer in conducting the study, found everything that is considered alien, not known, does not have a pattern, that is precisely what should be used as a concern in performing data reduction.
Data reduction is a thought-sensitive process that requires high intelligence and breadth and depth of insight. For new utilities, the data reduction can discuss with friends or other people who are considered members.  Through that discussion, the writer develop insight, so that it can reduce the data that has significant findings and theoretical development values.
2. Display data (data presentation)
After the data is reduced, the next step is to data. If in quantitative research the presentation of this data can be done in the form of tables, graphs, flash card, pictogram and the like. Through the presentation of the data, the data is organized, arranged in a relationship pattern, so that be easier to understand.
In qualitative research, data presentation can be done in the form of brief descriptions, charts, relationships between categories, flowcharts and the like. In this case Huberman, (1994:11) stated  "The most frequent form of display data for qualitative research data in the past has been narrative Text. The most commonly used to present data in qualitative research is with narrative text.
By synthesize the data, make it easier to understand what's happening, plan your next job based on what you've understood. "Looking at displays help us to understand what is happening and to do something further analysis or caution on that understanding" Huberman, (1994:11). Furthermore, in performing data display, in addition to narrative text, it can also be graphic, matric, network (working network) and chart. 
3. Conclusion Drawing/verification
Step three in the analysis of qualitative data according to Huberman, (1994:245) is a withdrawal of conclusions and verification. The initial conclusion is still temporary, and change when no strong evidence is found in favor of the next data collection stage. But if the conclusion expressed in the early stages, supported by valid and consistent evidence when researchers return to the field collects data, then the conclusion expressed is a credible conclusion.
It can be concluded that qualitative research may be able to answer the formulation of problems formulated since the beginning, but it may not be, because as has been suggested that problems and problems in qualitative research are still temporary and develop after research is in the field. Qualitative research is expected to be new findings that had not previously existed. Findings can be descriptions or depictions of an object that was previously dimly lit or dark so that once researched becomes apparent, it can be a clause or interactive relationship, hypothesis, or theory.
H. Technique of Reporting Data
In this study, the writer use descriptive explanations to indicate how strategies are used by teachers in the classroom, what difficulties experienced by teachers when using those strategies, and what the advantages of teaching strategies in English. Creswell, (2007:620) suggest that for the way reporting in a study in a diverse way although data collection strategies are similar across qualitative methods. Huberman, (1994:11) suggesting the importance of creating data views and showing narrative text results has become the most frequent form of view for data in qualitative methods. This is a natural study. Thus, the results shown in descriptive form are not in scientific form. Bold descriptions will be a medium for communicating a holistic picture in a new college. The final project construction of the informant’s experiences and the meanings he attaches to them. This allowed readers to vicariously experience the challenges he encounters and provide a lens through which readers can view the subject’s world (Outcomes of the study were mentioned). 




RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION
	This chapter presents findings and discussion of research project. The finding of the research cover the analysis of teacher strategies’ in teaching speaking conversation and the result of interview about the strategy in teaching speaking conversation. The research includes strategies that the teacher uses in teaching speaking conversation, difficulties encountered by the teacher, how the teacher resolve the problem, and the benefits of applying the strategies.
Research Result
	In this part explains the research about strategies that the teacher uses in teaching speaking conversation at SMP N 1 Bodeh. The interviews with two teachers were conducted in Junior High School 1 of Bodeh. The writer interviewed the teacher from Junior High School 1 Bodeh. The interviews and the teacher were held on Tuesday, July 28th 2020.

( Interview the teacher : July, 28 2020 )

	Data that was only form interview because till now corona has been not clear enough, but to strengthen the data from interviews the writer conducted with interviews data audio to acquire data on the teacher strategies in teaching speaking conversation. Data was obtained from them, then explained by using two codes, they are T1 and T2. After the writer investigated the implementation of Teaching strategies to teaching English, writer gained data. The results of this study, can be presented as follows:
1. The types of teaching strategies in learning English language especially in conversation
a. Teacher’s Result 1 (T1)
	T1 explains the strategy strategies used by teachers while teaching English in specific conversations. He taught in seventh and eighth class of SMP N 1 Bodeh, he has been teaching since 2004 and already 15 years more serve in SMP N 1 Bodeh. This information is gained from the following question :
Interviewer: "What strategies does the teacher use in English language learning, especially conversation?"
		( Q : 11 )

Teachers respond:" In fact a lot of strategies for language learning, well in my place when I use them there are various kinds of drill, memorize vocabulary, role playing, group work and talk proficient in pairs"
		( T1:Q11 )

From the explanation T1 can be concluded that there are several strategies that teachers use when teaching English, especially the conversation the teachers use some strategies such as drilling, role play, group work and pair work.


b. Teacher’s Result 2 (T2)
T2 explains the strategy strategies used by teachers when teaching English, especially conversation. She taught in the eighth and ninth class of SMP N 1 Bodeh, she has been teaching since 2003 and already 15 years more devoted in SMP N 1 Bodeh. Before teaching English she had been asked to teach the Javanese language because was still in the new period after several years he finally learned English lessons. This information is gained from the following question :
Interviewer:" What strategies does the teacher use in English language learning, especially conversation?"
					( Q: 11 )

Teacher respond:  " For conversation sometimes use drama, there are regular conversations dialogue, the eighth class only a few so just a regular conversation, usually also by using a percentage of children usually jerk the conversation material, but the most often remain drama (role play)".( T2: Q11 )

From the explanation T2 can be concluded that there are several strategies that teachers use when teaching English, especially the conversation namely role play, group work, pair work and presentation.
2. The implementation of English language learning strategies (conversation)
  In this section describes the results of interviews related to the implementation of English language learning strategies, especially the conversation in SMP N 1 Bodeh. After the research interview found that there are some strategies used by teachers which be showed in the form of descriptions are:
a. Result of T1
	T1 explained the implementation of English language learning strategies (conversation).In this section describes the results of interviews related to the implementation of English language learning strategies, especially the conversation in SMP N 1 Bodeh. After the research interview found that there are some strategies used by teachers which show in the form of descriptions are the data obtained from the interview with T1 which was done on 28 July 2020, at 09.00-12.00 explained that the teacher used several learning strategies that applied each teaching English especially conversation among them:
1. Role play 
	     Role play is learning by using the text base of the story that will be matched by each student, the stage of role play according to T1 is:
a. Prepare the text that will be used as a basic student either from the handbook or the scenario that has been created by the teacher
b. Students in groups and in groups of students in accordance with their respective roles.
c. Students are required to read, memorize, and understand the role they play
d. The teacher gives a time period and when the time expires students are asked to play the role in front of the class
e. When there is a text that forgot or not memorized the teacher gives students the opportunity to read the book and revisit the role in the game
f. After the students have finished playing the teacher evaluate and give the score.
2. Pair Work
	 According to T1 pair work is a conversation with a bench friend who usually numbered 2 people in groups. Follow the steps of implementation pair work in English lessons, especially conversation.
a. The first teacher seeks the two-person conversation material in the hand book.
b. Students are read alternately with their peers according to the conversation content in the hand book.
c. Then students practice conversations with their peers as they are in the hand at each table.
d. After practicing when students forget the teacher gives permission to see the book back and practice it again.
e. After students have practiced what is in the teacher package book evaluate and give students value.
3. Group work
	According to T1 Group work is the learning of conversations with group Friends of more than 2 people. The procedure of implementing group work is not far from Pair work, as follows:
a. Teacher prepares text derived from hand book in the form of text conversations that more than 2 people.
b. Then the teacher ask the students to read the text in the book. 
c. After the students memorize then practice the text with the group.
d. When students forget the text in the middle of the student conversation in allow to read the hand book again and repeat it.
e. After all the groups practiced the appropriate readings in the mobile book teacher gave the values and comments.
4. Drilling
	T1 Teacher stated that the method of drilling is the advanced strategies used when students forget the text that is in practice by way of repeated several times until the students memorized. The following stages of drilling by T1:
a. When students forget about the practiced text
b. Then the teacher gave permission to see the hand book.
c. When students cannot reach the text the teacher repeats the word that forgot several times until the student remembers it.
d. The same way if there is a word that cannot be remembered students or difficult in remembering students.
	         Based on the results of the interview with T1 found several strategies: Role play, Pair work, Group work, and drilling. From some strategies T1 most likes to use role play strategy because in a role play according to the teacher T1 more natural so students more able to make a role that in the end of the students finally understand more about the English meaning itself and get better speaking.
b. Result from T2
	T2 Data is obtained from interviews as English teacher SMP N 1 Bodeh. From the results of interviews with her in obtaining data that there are some of the strategies that she used to use. The following are the strategies and their application in English language instruction according to T2 such as:
1. Role play
In the opinion T2 Role play is one of the most frequently used strategies by playing drama with groups with the basis of the text that has been prepared. Following steps using strategy role play according to T2:
a. Students ask to read a conversation in the handbook.
b. Students give time to convert text into simple language to make it easier to understand and practice.
c. After students have changed the text is collected and checked by the teacher.
d. After finishing in the check students practice the conversation according to the text with the place of the real condition.




	According to T2 Strategy Pair work is reading the text with his/her pair using the base that is in the mobile book. Here are the stages of applying pair work in the classroom:
a. The teacher opens the handbook and search for text conversations.
b. Students are required to read the text by looking at the text.
c. After reading Teacher asked for making dialogue in front of class.
d. When they forgot their dialogue, they have to read and repeat it and give the score for the students.
3. Group work	
		According to T2 Strategy Group work is reading the text with the groups that are already in the share using the basic in the mobile book. Here are the stages of applying group work in the classroom:
a. The teacher opens the handbook and search for text conversations
b. Students are required to read the text by looking at the text
c. After reading Teacher asked for making dialogue in front of class
d. When they forgot their dialogue, they have to read and repeat it and give the score for the students
4. Drilling
	T2 stated that drilling strategy is a repetition strategy of words or sentences spoken by teachers. Following is the stage of drilling application in teaching English according to T2:
a. Teachers prepare text conversations that are in the hand book
b. The teacher reads the text that is in the hand book.
c. Then students repeat the text according to the pronunciation that was spoken by the teacher.
d. Continue until text-out repetition can be repeated several times.
5. Presentation
	According to T2 there is one more strategy to teach conversation that is with a percentage that contains conversations in it such as, asking for help, asking for approval and so on. Here are the step steps of using the percentage in English lessons:
a. The student prepares one of the materials that has been delivered by the teacher makes in the form of Power point.
b. Then students are asked to present it in front of the class.
c. When there is text conversation students demonstrate by reading Power point.
d. After completion students give the audience an opportunity to ask and happen conversation.
e. After all finished then the teacher gave response and suggestion about what was already in the percentage.
	          Based on the results of interview with the T2 teachers it was found that there are several strategies used by teachers to teach conversation such as role play, pair work, group work, Drilling and presentation. From some of these strategies T2 prefers to implement role play because it is judged not only to make students talk with the theme but also get a new role and creative vocabulary in creating text conversations so that all English skills of students can be pre-pressed all.
B. Discussion
	In this point, the writer explains the information that has been obtained and discussed the findings of the writer. In the study, there are four questions to be discussed. The first is about using learning strategies to teach English and its implementation of teaching strategies in SMP N 1 Bodeh especially in conversation.
	This research conducted in SMP N 1 Bodeh, who was from two English teachers. Data collection techniques are conducted by interviewing. The writer use structured interviews and use a set of pre-compiled questions. This will be discussed at this time, there are:
1. The Types of Strategies Use in Teaching Learning English Especially in Conversation
	The point discuss several types of interview between T1 and T2 that use the strategy in English language learning can be concluded that there are some strategies according to teachers T1 and T2.




	Teacher T1 uses all four strategies to be based on the background and characteristic of students in the classroom. With the charisma of different students one more often apply role play strategy is combined by drilling strategy by communicating the text first and students are required to read and to practice. When students encounter problems in the pronunciation of sentences in English teachers immediately repeat the sentence and students follow several times so that students in the pronunciation of the sentence are correct the pronunciation. With the strategy of teachers who use these combinations and innovations students find it easier and interesting in English learning.






Slightly different from T1, T2 uses more than four strategies. Beside T2 using role play, pair work, group work and Drilling T2 using a single additional strategies is the percentage. At the time of learning English in particular the conversation T2 innovate by combining 2 strategies at once. In addition to T2 often using role play strategies by playing T2 plays also combines with a percentage technique by means of students to advance the role or drama that will be played only after students finish, they start to practice the role according to what has been in the percentage then closed with the question of the audience. According to T2 students love this method very well because students have prepared one week in advance for their performance so that each other is scrambling forward first. However when students are reluctant to forward T2 offers to advanced students first will get additional scores.
The study of the types of learning strategies is supported by the theory of the book (Harmer, 2003) which contains about 4 different learning strategies in teaching speaking conversation. These sorts of strategies are role play, pair work, group work, and drilling. Then there is a journal from Saragih(2019:164) stating that there are some strategies used by teachers in teaching English namely drilling, role play, group work, and pair work. Based on the theories can be known that teachers in SMP N 1 Bodeh still use these strategies in English learning because it is considered more effective to teach especially conversation. Teachers in SMP N 1 Bodeh combines one strategy with other strategies until there are innovations and different flavors in learning English especially conversation. But teachers should also pay attention to factors such as characteristic students and also the ability for students to choose one of the most effective strategies to use in the class.

2. The Implementation of English Language Learning Strategies (conversation)
		At this point discuss by comparing the way of applying strategies to study at T1 and T2. This stuy is supported by Harmer (2003) there are four strategies uses in teaching conversation there are role play, pair work, group work and drilling.
		This is way to applicate the strategies in class according to harmer book and some other expert discussing how to implementation teachers strategies in English language learning. Kinds of teaching strategies are role play, pair work, group work, and drilling.
No	Teaching Strategies	Implementation By :
		Expert	T1	T2
1.	Role Play	There’re several procedures in using role play. House, (1997:23)states that:a. Firstly students read and familiarize themselves with the (example) dialogue.b. Second, they are divided into small group, for example  in pairs, A and B. They will have roles from the dialogues.c. Next, teacher lets them acting out their role play, not just say them but they should read it loudly.d. After that, teacher walks around correcting and checking.e. Last, students swap roles and repeat, those whose finish first can be asked to make up their own role play, using different words to fill the gaps.	a. Prepare the text that will be used as a basic student either from the handbook or the scenario that has been created by the teacherb. Students in groups and in groups of students in accordance with their respective roles.c. Students are required to read, memorize, and understand the role they playd. The teacher gives a time period and when the time expires students are asked to play the role in front of the classe. When there is a text that forgot or not memorized the teacher gives students the opportunity to read the book and revisit the role in the gamef. After the students have finished playing the teacher evaluate and give the score.	a. Students ask to read a conversation in the handbookb. Students give time to convert text into simple language to make it easier to understand and practicec. After students have changed the text is collected and checked by the teacherd. After finishing in the check students practice the conversation according to the text with the place of the real conditione. The teacher then gives the value after the students have finished practice the role.
Table 4.I Implementation of Role play
1. Role play
When using the role play each of the respondents has their own way of using the role play strategy. According to teachers T1 and T2 the implementation of role play learning can be used in almost all English language learning with the conversation material. According to both teachers, the student character is very influential in the application of this learning strategy, but both teachers try to motivate and to add score when students want to take it in front of the class. In this case Harmer, (2003:274) states that role play for a simulation to work must have the characteristics such as :
a. Reality of function : The students must not think of themselves as students, but as real participants in the situations
b. simulated environment : For example, the teacher says that the classroom is an airport check-in area.
c. Structure : The students must see how the activity is constructed and they must be given the necessary information to carry out the simulation effectively.
From the statement, teachers in SMP N 1 Bodeh has followed the requirements so that the strategy is suitable working in English learning, especially conversation. In role-play, it must add the elements of giving the participants information about who are they, what they think and feel.
From text above the procedure of giving role play learning strategy on teachers T1 and T2 has provided clearly the concept of the implementation of the role play strategy is to give them the material and explain the role of each student and let students change sentences in a language that is easier as long as it is not out of the context of the conversation that teachers give, an example a theme about a family, from a group discussed each other's role as Father, mother and child. Then students in the example text and give a week to practice saying the sentence in English. The difference between the teacher T1 and T2, T1 explains that while doing role play students often forget the sentences they speak, therefore T1 is the only way to combine this strategy with a drilling strategy. Unlike T1, T2 commonly combines this strategy with a percentage. So before the students practice their role in front of the class students are asked to present the text that has been done in front of the class then just play the role of each of them.
No	Teaching Strategies	Implementation By :
		Expert	T1	T2
2.	Pair Work	Harmer, (2003:116) define there are three procedures of pair work there is before, during and after :Before :The teacher prepares the material to be discussed by the students and explain in advance to the studentsDuring :Teachers supervise students for students to keep working in groups and to make students have no difficulty discussing the material provided by the teacher.After :When Pair works stopped working the teacher had to look at what problems made the strategy stop working then teachers need to give students an opportunity regarding the difficulties faced when discussing the material.  Finally, it is important to remember that constructive feedback on the content of student work can greatly increase the motivation of future students.	a. The teacher opens the handbook and search for text conversationsb. Students are required to read the text by looking at the textc. After reading Teacher asked for making dialogue in front of classd. When they forgot their dialogue, they have to read and repeat it and give the score for the students	a. The first teacher seeks the two-person conversation material in the hand book.b. Students are read alternately with their peers according to the conversation content in the hand book.c. Then students practice conversations with their peers as they are in the hand at each table.d. After practicing when students forget the teacher gives permission to see the book back and practice it againe. After students have practiced what is in the teacher package book evaluate and give students value.
Table 4.2 Implementation of Pair work
2. Pair work
In pair work teachers T1 and T2 have different responses, T1 says that pair work is the basic learning strategies of conversation. Especially  conversation that is in the book of the flat average content in dialogue, ask, answer and practice only monotonous following the book package. However, according to T2 pair work is used in teaching English while in the first semester then multilevel and can apply role play strategy when students have the basic of the pair work.
No	Teaching Strategies	Implementation By :
		Expert	T1	T2
3.	Group work	Harmer, (2003:116) define there are three procedures of group work there is before, during and after :BeforeThe teacher prepares the material to be discussed by the students and explain in advance to the studentsDuringTeachers supervise students for students to keep working in groups and to make students have no difficulty discussing the material provided by the teacher.AfterWhen group work stopped working the teacher had to look at what problems made the strategy stop working then teachers need to give students an opportunity regarding the difficulties faced when discussing the material.  Finally, it is important to remember that constructive feedback on the content of student work can greatly increase the motivation of future students.	a. Teacher prepares text derived from hand book in the form of text conversations that more than 2 peopleb. Then the teacher ask the students to read the text in the book c. After the students memorize then practice the text with the groupd. When students forget the text in the middle of the student conversation in allow to read the hand book again and repeat ite. After all the groups practiced the appropriate readings in the mobile book teacher gave the values and comments	a. The teacher opens the handbook and search for text conversationsb. Students are required to read the text by looking at the textc. After reading Teacher asked for making dialogue in front of classd. When they forgot their dialogue, they have to read and repeat it and give the score for the students
Table 4.3 Implementation of Group Work
3. Group work
In the 2013 curriculum emphasizes group learning that when teachers enter into a class the students have been in the group to follow the learning. However T1 does not implement group work directly and prefers students to role play actively in learning that requires students to be in a checker. Students are only grouped to read and to practice conversation more than 2 participates, so there is only a difference in the number of students between pair work and group work. Unlike T2 who uses this strategy before students let group students then read the script text and change it into their own language to make it easier to remember, they are paused until the next meeting to prepare the text and a presentation material about the conversations they will bring after which new students play their own role.
No	Teaching Strategies	Implementation By :
		Expert	T1	T2
4.	Drilling	Brooks in Rodgers,(1991:40) states that the use of drills patterns following:a. Repetition: The student repeats an utterance aloud as soon as he has heard it. He does this without looking at a printed text. The utterance must be brief enough to be retained by the ear.b. Inflection: One word in an utterance appears in another form when repeated.c. Replacement: One word in an utterance is replaced by another.d. Restatement: The student rephrases an utterance and addresses it to someone else, according to instructions.	a. When students forget about the practiced textb. Then the teacher gave permission to see the hand book. c. When students cannot reach the text the teacher repeats the word that forgot several times until the student remembers it.d. The same way if there is a word that cannot be remembered students or difficult in remembering students.	a. Teachers prepare text conversations that are in the hand bookb. The teacher reads the text that is in the hand bookc. Then students repeat the text according to the pronunciation that was spoken by the teacherd. Continue until text-out repetition can be repeated several times.




In drilling there is a difference in application of this strategy between T1 and T2. T1 used drilling or repetition of sentences when students forget the text as they play their role. When students are confused the text they forgot T1 tries to drill a few sentences or vocabulary several times until the students recall and can re-practice the sentence. Unlike T2 in achieving a good pronunciation while viewing T2 see a handbook and then read it in front of students then after T2 read thus students repeat impersonate T2 with the correct pronunciation this can be done until the student has a good pronunciation according to T2.
5. Presentation
This presentation is an additional strategy was found by the researcher in T2, this is unique strategy because T2 used the strategy for teaching conversation. According to Harmer (2003:80) presentation showed the material in front of the audience. T2 used this strategy before giving permission for student to play the role of conversation in front of the class. The student presented the text with the group about the text for practicing the role and then did in front of the class.
Following the result, so that learning in English was not boring researcher found the teacher made some innovations with the strategies to teach conversation skill which explained in the chart bellow.

Diagram 4.1 Teachers Strategies in SMP N 1 Bodeh.








	This chapter consists of conclusion and suggestion based on the research with two teachers about the strategies using in teaching English conversation.
A. Conclusion
	This research is explained about the types of teaching English conversation seem as role play, pair work, group work, and drilling are still applied and proven effective for English learning, especially the conversation results can be concluded that four learning strategies are still applied by English teachers at SMP N 1 Bodeh. Thus, based on the result above, two of them used the same strategy namely role play but different implemented. T1 in the use of his English learning strategy more often using the method of role play combined with drilling strategy. Just as much as using role play however different from T1, T2 combines 3 strategies when role play that student ask to create group work and percentage the material then practice it.
B. Suggestions
	Based on the research result that the writer obtained, the writer has suggestions that related, namely :
1. For Teachers
    The writer suggest that teacher be able to:
a. Caring for the charisma and the ability of learners
b. Apply new innovations to students in English language learning.
c. Using strategy periodically as long as the strategy is still in accordance with the era.
d. Implementing new strategies that may not have been used so that students are not bored and interesting in English lessons, especially conversation.
2. For Students
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Appendix 9. Result of Interview by A1 




(Identitas Narasumber akan dirahasiakan)

Wawancara
Wildan : Assalamullaikum wr. Wb hari ini saya wildan fauzi a sebagai pewawancara ingi mewawancarai guru dari smp n 1 bodeh mengajar bahasa inggris di kelas 7 dan 8. Untuk pertanyaan pertama apakah bapak/ibu bersedia menjadi narasumber saya untuk memenuhi informasi dalam rangka pembuatan tugas akhir saya yang berjudul ”An Analysis of Teachers’ Strategies in Teaching English Conversation At Second Grade Level: A Case Study in SMP N 1 Bodeh.”
Teacher 1 : Ya dengan senang hati insyaAllah megikuti ataupun siap untuk memberikan infromasi narsumber untuk pemenuhan tugas akhir mudah mudahan apa yang saya infromasikan biisa bermanfaat dan menjadi pelengkap untuk pemenuhan tugas akhir.
Wildan : Nama bapak ?
Teacher 1 : Yoni prastowo S.Pd
Wildam : Tempat tanggal lahir ?
Teacher 1 : Pemalang, 17 mei 1979 
Wildan : Alamat bapak sekarang?
Teacher 1 : di pemalang tepatnya di desa kebandungan kec bodeh kab pemalang.
Wildan    : Untuk pertanyaan selanjutnya sudah berapa lama Bapak mengajar?
Teaher 1 : untuk lama mengajar saya mulia tahun 2002 yang masih berstatus sebagai mahasiswa tapi saya udah di beri kesempatan mengjar di tempat daerah sekitar kampus saya dulu.
Wildan    : Kalo boleh tau kampus bapak dulu di mana ?
Teacher 1 : Kampus saya dulu adalah universitas negeri semarang 
Wildan     : Mata pelajaran apa yang Bapak ampu?
Teacher 1 : Sesuai dengan jurusan yang saya ambil saya mengajar bahasa inggris sampai saat ini masih mengampu pelajaran bahasa inggris
Wildan    : Sudah berapa lama Bapak mengajar di SMP N 1 Bodeh ?
Teacher 1 : Sekitar tahun 2004 akhir berarti sudah 16 tahun hamper 16 tahunan
Wildan     : Ada berapa kelas yang Bapak ampu di SMP N 1 Bodeh ?
Teacher 1 : Untuk kelas karna jumlah kelasya 29 saya mengampu 6 kelas campur untuk kelas 7 dan 8.
Wildan    : Kelas apa saja yang Bapak/Ibu ajar di SMP N 1 Bodeh ?
Teacher 1 :  Kelas 7 itu 7a, 7b untuk kelas 8 itu 8e, 8f, 8g, dan 8h
Wildan   : Apakah ada perbedaan cara mengajar di satu kelas dengan kelas dengan kelas yang lain? (Mohon dijelaskan perbedaannya.)
Teacher 1 : Secara umum kita tidak membeda bedakan tapi pada posisi peserta didik kadang antara satu dengan yang lain punya cirri khusus atau sifat khusus yang tidak mungkin kita samakan jadi kalaupun ada perlakuan khusus hanya pada individu bukan kelompok satu kelas kalau secara pelajaran masih sama karena saranya juga sama.
Wildan      : Berarti kesulitanya hanya ada pada siswa pak  ? atau ada yang lain ?
Teacher 1  : Ya kalo kesulitan itu hamper semuanya di setiap apapun ada kesulitan ya, cuman karna ini sebuah pekerjaan tetep focus pada itu dan kesulitan itu menjadi tantangan apalagi ini mempelajari bahasa asing yang mereka untuk kelas smp yang dari sd mata pelajaran bahasa inggris bukan mata pelajaran utama artinya hanya sebagai sisipan ataupun tambahan bukan maple utama.
Wildan    : Kesulitan apa yang di alami oleh Bapak saat mengajar bahasa Inggris khususnya materi percakapan (conversation)?
Teacher 1 : Jelas yang pertama this is not our language bukan bahasa kita bukan mother tanguenya kita bukan bahasa ibu masyarakat sini kedua rendahnya pemahaman kosakata itu jelas apalagi ini bukan bahasa sehari hari ini hanya bahasa di dalam kelas saja menurut saya jadi kesulitan utamanya anak anak belum menguasai dari segi kosakata maupun yang lain karna ini bukan menjadi bahasa resmi kita.
Wildan    : Bagaimana cara Bapak mengetahui bahwa kelas yang Bapak/Ibuajar mengerti dan memahami materi yang telah disampaikan?
Teacher 1 : Jelas pertama mesti menurut ya sesuai aturanya saja ya kita berbicara tentang aturan di pekajaran itu ka nada rpp ya antara materi satu dengan yang lain dikaitan kemudian karn ini kosakata khusunya bahasa inggris memang harus ada penekanan pada vocabulary ya sama si kadang menggunakan system jaman dulu si hafalan dan pengulangan kalo tidak di tekankan itu siswa tidak mungkin melaksanakan, menyediakan kamus berlatih lewat media media yang di tentukan seperti itu.
Wildan   : Strategi apa yang bapak/ibu gunakan ketika mengaja rmateri percakapan (conversation)?
Teacher 1 : Sebenarnya banyak sekali ya strategi strategi apalagi teori teori bagaimana tentang belajar bahasa yang ada bermain peran trus kerja bareng trus ada bercakap cakap berpasangan sepertinya itu menurut saya yang masih saya lakukan mengingat classical dalam satu kelas.
Wildan       : Untuk di khususkan pak kita akan membahasa yang mana dulu ?
Teacher 1   : Saya enaknya sering pake role play sama yang berpasangan tapi saya lebih suka lagi kalo anak anak bermain peran seperti bercerita di depan kelas jadi apa kemudian berpasangan dengan kelompoknya tapi bermain peran tidak hanya bercakap cakap sini Tanya satunya jawab tetapi bermain peran misalnya ada materi introduction ya mereka layaknya ngobrol seperti biasa di depan kelas dengan temanya trus kita beri penghargaan nilai ataupun ya dengan memberikan  dan motivasi pada mereka.
Wildan       : Tadi yang bapak sebutkan dalam belajar conversation ada 4 ya pak ?
Teacher 1  :  Banyak ada banyak tapi yang lebih dominan itu empat dan kalo untuk percakapan enaknya anak anak untuk bermain peran atau roleplay itu jadi seolah olah nyata.
Wildan    : Bagaimana tanggapan siswa pak ketika di minta untuk melakukan strategy tersebut ?
Teacher 1 : Ya karna siswa itu tadi bermacam macam berbeda beda ya ada yang memang sudah bias tampil all out ada yang mempersiapkan dengan baik ada yang menyukai seperti itu kadang yang tidak hanya ya biasa saja tapi itu bagi saya sudah menjadi suatu hal yang biasa karena bukan bahasanya sendiri tapi bias bermain peran walaupun masih dengan membaca buku kadang sudah bias ngomong khususnya kalo udah kelas 9 itu mereka sudah seperti lepas bicara kelas tujuh masih diem kalonuntuk kelas 8 kaadang saya masih mempersilakan untuk membaca tapi dengan bermain peran ketika lupa nanti saya bantu untuk mengulangi kata kata yang sulit dan kemudian mempraktekan kembali. 
Wildan : Apakah bapak/ ibu pernah meminta siswa untuk membaca teks percakapan dengan teman sebangku?
Teacher 1 : Ya pas di materi conversation apalagi ini di kurikulum ini karna kita kan pakenya buku paket kita mengikuti buku paket ada berapa persen kita mengikutinya yang isinya rata rata dialog , saling tanya jawab ada tokoh tokoh di situ jadi karna sumber pembelajaran ini masih banyak menggunakan buku paket ya kita mengikuti itu yasudah prakteknya ya saling berpasangan dengan teman kalo lebih dari 2 tokoh ya mereka berkelompok.
Wildan : Bagaimana tanggapan siswa ketika diminta guru membaca teks percakapan dengan teman sebangku?
Teacher 1 : Ya beberapa dan sebgaian besar interesting dalam mengikutinya karna memang itu materi sehari hari seperti itu kadang beberapa ya mungkin karna lelah ataupun factor yang lain ya ada yang biasa tapi secara umum ya memang melaksanakan semua saya ambilnya siswa melaksanakan berarti dia mau.
Wildan : Apakah bapak/ ibu pernahmemberi kesempatan siswauntuk bertanya di kelas?
Teacher 1 : Ya sering member kesempatan siswa untuk ada timbale balik kemudian ada evaluasi, kemudian bagaiman kesulitan kesulitan yang di alami khususnya materi yang sudah di ajarkan mungkin di pertemuan yang lalu bias di tanyakan di pertemuan saat ini atau hal hal yang berkaitan dengan pelajaran sering sekali siswa bertanya walaupun bertanyanya masih pake bahasa Indonesia 
Wildan    : Apakahbapak/ ibu pernah memberi kesempatan siswa untuk melakukan diskusi di kelas?
Teacher 1    : Ya kalo di jam jam tertentu apalagi siswa biasanya pada jam jam akhir saya biasanya menggunakan system diskusi walaupun hanya dengan beberapa teman karna bahasa inggris tidak hanya bias di tulis saja itu harus di praktekan pakenya dengan diskusi dengan pair work tadi dengan bermain peran dan kegiatan kegiatan yang menunjang pembelajaran.
Wildan         : Apakah bapak/ ibu memberi penjelasan kembali jika saudara tidak mengerti maksud dari materi percakapan yang diberikan?
Teacher 1     : Ya jelas menjelaskan kembali pada mereka walaupun tidak secara penuh di jelaskan karna sekali lagi juga terbentur dengan waktu kalo di smp kan waktu hanya 40 menit ada materi materi baru juga yang harus di jelaskan materi lama yang barangkali siswa belum jelas itu di terangkan kembali 
Wildan     : Apakah ada perbedaan hasil kemampuan berbicara siswa ketika menggunakan strategi tersebut?
Teacher 1    : Ya jelas yang lebih jelas memberikan itu adalah yang roleplay karena mereka tidak asal bicara kadang mereka kan harus menyiapkan bagaimana saya berperan bagaimana saya harus menjadi di luar saya kalo hanya bercakap dengan teman satu meja dan kelompok kan ngga saling baca buku atau hafal lalu bercakap cakap kalo drill kan juga sama di drill bolak balik tapi kalo role play kan sudah mereka persiapanya lebih banyak dan hasilnya lebih menurut saya lebih bagus seperti itu peningkatanya lebih bagus karena anak anak bias secara natural bisa untuk tampil.
Wildan         : Adakah factor penghambat dan pendukung dalam memaksimalkan pembelajaran speaking menggunakan strategi tersebut?
Teacher 1 : Ya jelas penghambatnya adalah karakter siswa itu sebenarnya bukan penghambat tapi itu menjadi suatu kesulitan kadang ada yang pendiam itu satu dua orang kemudian factor tadi penguasaan pada vocab mereka rata rata harus pake text dulu baru setengah di hafalkan dan saya ulang ulang bersama siswa kemudian di praktekan dengan bermain peran jadi untuk menimbulkan rangsangan mereka bicara itu tidak serta merta semuanya bicara harus ada sumber dulu biasanya misalnya coba di liat dialog yang ini di halaman sekian di dalam buku paket lalu di praktekan di depan seperti seolah olah situasi nya sama seperti itu. Lalu untuk pendukung kebetulan di sekolah kami alhamdulilah masalah media pendukung sudah menurut kami sudah lengkap ada tempat yang nyaman, kemudian fasilitas yang nyaman juga,ada lcd ada audio video jadi sangat membantu untuk memperlancar ataupun memberikan dukungan paada siswa untuk belajar dan guru memberikan penjalasan dengan diskusi itu sangat mendukung 
Wildan     : Strategi/cara apa yang bapak/ibu gunakan untuk mengatasi kesulitan dan kendala dalam proses pembelajaran?
Teacher 1 : Tadi kan anaknya kita dengan member motivasi dan memberikan semangat semangat kepada mereka agar bisa khusunya tampil untuk tampil di depan kelas lalu yang lainya kaitanya dengan vocabulary kosakata itu awalnya juga diskusi dengan siswa jadi siswa tetep ketika ada saya menyampaikaan tugas mereka langsung menanyakan nih bagaimana pak? Bagaimana ? lah kita memberikan di situ, kemudian siswa karena ini sudah banyak pake smartphone kadang kita juga mempersilakan mereka untuk mencari sumber lain referensi lsin pake dari internet dari youtube goggle maupun media media lain yang bisa di gunakan untuk mereka bisa mengembangkan, sebenarnya kan kita sebagai guru di bekali ya di bekali semacam ilmu untuk bagaimana anak anak ini yang punya kemampuan abcd dan sebgainya kita ada teori teori dan dapat memilih yang tepat untuk menangani siswa di samping mungkin penglaman pengalaman dalam menangani siswa
Wildan       : Menurut bapak/Ibu strategi mana yang sesuai dan efektif digunakan untuk mengajar kelas berbicara (speaking) khususnya percakapan (conversation)?
Teacher 1   : Kalo saya ya tadi saya lebih focus  senang dengan bermain peran itu saya lebih suka itu ini kebetulan juga dari hasil itu kita yang sudah punya English club ini beberapa waktu yang lalu kita sering conversation berprestasi juara di lingkungan kita dalam lomba bahasa inggris khususnya kemarin yang sekarang lulus kemaren juara 1 story telling kemudian ada juara drama ya itu juga awal dari mereka  mengenl role play di samping sebenarnya banyak lagi strategi strategi lain yang bapak ibu guru khusunya yang bisa saya lakukan yaitu ada drilling tadi, kemudian ada pairwork, ada group tapi saya lebih seneng ketika mereka  memakai role play karna satu roleplay tuh seperti tadi di samping bisa dia praktek bahasa, kemudian mereka mengaktualisasikan  mengaplikasikan seolah olah nyata adanya seperti itu.


















Appendix 10. Result of Interview by A2




(Identitas Narasumber akan dirahasiakan)

Wawancara
Wildan         : Assalamuallaikum wr.wb mrs yuli saya wildan fauzi a berniat untuk mewawancarai ibu sebagai narasumber saya dalam pengerjaan tugas akhir saya. Apakah bapak/ibu bersedia menjadi narasumber saya untuk memenuhi informasi dalam rangka pembuatan tugas akhir saya yang berjudul ”An Analysis of Teachers’ Strategies in Teaching English Conversation At Second Grade Level: A Case Study in SMP N 1 Bodeh.”
Teacher 1	: Ya saya bersedia
Wildan		: Untuk selnjutnya saya ingin bertanya identitasNarasumber
Teacher         : Nama	 Yulianti M.Pd
TTL	          : Pemalang 16 july 1976
Alamat		: Desa kebandungan  kec bodeh kab pemalang
Wildan          : Sudah berapa lama Bapak/Ibu mengajar?
Teacher         : Saya ngajar dari tahun 2001 mei
Wildan          : Mata pelajaran apa yang Bapak/Ibu ampu?
Teacher       : Dari 2001 pernah di beritugas karena waktu itu masih mengabdi untuk maple selain bahasa inggris pernah diberi bahasa jawa 
Wildan         : Sudah berapa lama Bapak/Ibu mengajar di SMP N 1 Bodeh?
Teacher        : Di smp ini 2003 sampe sekarang kira kira sudah 18 tahun
Wildan         : Ada berapa kelas yang Bapak/Ibu ampu di SMP N 1 Bodeh?
Teacher        : Untuk tahun ini ada 4 kelas 
Wildan         : Kelas apa saja yang Bapak/Ibu ajar di SMP N 1 Bodeh?
Teacher        : Untuk tahun ini kelas 8a sama 9c,9d,e
Wildan    : Apakah ada perbedaan cara mengajar di satu kelas dengan kelas dengan kelas yang lain? (Mohon dijelaskan perbedaannya.)
Teacher     : Ya pastinya ada, karena kan kelas itu punya style sendiri sendiri saya tuh megang yang kelas c agak aktif tapi begitu pindah ke kelas e yo sedikit sekali yang aktif
Wildan      : Untuk kelas 8nya bagaimana mrs ?
Teacher     : Kalo kelas 8a ini lumayan semua respon hanya beberapa yang kurang 
Wildan   : Kesulitan apa yang di alami oleh Bapak/Ibu saat mengajar bahasa Inggris khususnya materi percakapan (conversation)?
Teacher    : Kesulitanya karna anak itu selalu cara mbacanya kangelan jadi ketika mau untuk praktek untuk anak berani untuk praktek lama sekali waktunya ketika akhirnya pakenya ya itu pancingan itu tadi kalo anak anak di beritahu yang pertama nilainya sekian yo langsung maju 
Wildan    : Bagaimana cara Bapak/ibu mengetahui bahwa kelas yang Bapak/Ibu ajar mengerti dan memahami materi yang telah disampaikan?
Teacher   : Ya dengan memberikan quiz anak berarti saya bisa mengukur anak sudah sampe pemahaman mana.
Wildan     : Untuk quiznya kira kira berapakali setahun apa berapa kali sebulan?
Teacher   : Kalo saya memberikan quiz itu ketika kd nya selesai berarti setiap kd nya selesai ada quiz
Wildan   : Strategi apa yang bapak/ibu gunakan ketika mengaja rmateri percakapan (conversation) ?
Teacher      : Kadang pake drama, ya ada percakapan biasa, kalo yang di kelas 8 si percakapanya hanya beberapa pesertanya paling 3 sampai 4 
Wildan    : Apakah hanya ada satu strategi saat mengajar atau ada strategi lain yang digunakan?
Teacher    : Untuk converssationya dengan menggunakan presentasi biasanya anak mempresentasikan sebuah materi atau text yang akan mereka gunakan untuk bermain peran dan akan d contohkan setelah presentasi kalo di presentasi kan akan menambah vocab nya yg selain di presentasikan  akan nambah lagi jadi bisa join
Wildan	     : Strategi apa yang paling sering ibu gunakan ?
Teacher  : Kalo untuk conversation yang paling sering yaitu short story atau drama
Wildan    : Kenapa bapak/Ibu lebih memilih strategi tersebut?
Teacher  : Anak anak lebih enjoy dan saya lebih sering menggunakan bahasa mereka sendiri jadi tidak monoton dari buku jadi di ubah lagi sesuai dengan percakapan itu tapi membikin kalimat sendiri.
Wildan    :  Tahapan tahapanya bagaiaman bu ?
Teacher   : Siswa mengerjakan membuat text dulu dengan kelompoknya yang dari tadi sudah ada kemudian di kembangkan tapi tidak keluar dari konteks yang sudah ada
Wildan   : Bagaimana tanggapan siswa ketika diminta bermain peran?
Teacher : Yo ada yang malu malu pie trus ketika membacanya tidak pas trus di guyu temenya itu pengalaman di lapangan tapi lumayan anak anak PD nya keluar dari pada suruh maju kedepan hafala dialog.
Wildan   : Untuk mengatasi kesulita kesulitan bagaimana bu?
Teacher  : Untuk mengatasi itu adalah pancinganya dengan nilai khusus yang maju pertama nilainya sekian yang belakangnya ya nanti nilainya tak kurangin lagi 
Wildan : Apakah bapak/ibu pernah meminta siswa untuk membaca teks percakapan dengan teman sebangku?
Teacher : Menyuruh tapi setelah saya membaca dulu berarti saya sudah membacakan text di buku kemudian anak anak mengulang apa yang saya bacakan 
Wildan : Bagaimana tanggapan siswa ketika diminta guru membaca teks percakapan dengan teman sebangku?
Teacher  : Kalo dengan itu yang jelas karna bersama sama kan terlihat suara yang bersama sama dan semangat 
Wildan    : Itu kan untuk teman sebangku ya mrs kalo untuk group yang lebih dari dua bagaimana mrs ?
Teacher  : Ya pernah kalo seperti itu berarti sekelas di bagi menjadi beberapa kelompok textnya sesuai dengan buku paket saat dialog berkelompok 
Wildan   : Bagaimana tanggapan siswa ketika diminta melakukan itu dengan group ?
Teacher    : Lebih seneng karna lebih rame 
Wildan    : Apakah bapak/ibu pernah memberi kesempatan siswa untuk bertanya di kelas?
Teacher  : Tentu setiap selesai materi penjelasan pastinya terakhir adalah sesi Tanya jawab
Wildan    : Bagaimana tanggapan siswa ketika diminta guru untuk bertanya?
Teacher   : Ada yang bertanya ada yang diem
Wildan  : Apakah bapak/ibu memberi penjelasan kembali jika saudara tidak mengerti maksud dari materi percakapan yang diberikan?
Teacher   : Ya menjelaskan kembali tapi kadang di lempar kepada temanya siapa yang bisa menjelaskan saya tidak langsung njawab ketika ada yang mau menjelaskan bia di jelaskan oleh siswa lalu saya nambai terakhir.
Wildan   : Itu gimana mrs kalo ada pertanyaan yang di lempar apakah ada temanya yang menanggapi?
Teacher    : Ya ada sih yang menanggapi
Wildan  : Apakah ada perbedaan hasil kemampuan berbicara siswa ketika menggunakan strategi tersebut?
Teacher   : Ya pastinya ada si yang paling menonjol yaitu roleplay yakni ketika ketemu lagi itu anak anak udah siap trus malah berebut untuk maju dan mendapatkan nilai tambahan 
Wildan   : Adakah factor penghambat dan pendukung dalam memaksimalkan pembelajaran speaking menggunakan strategi tersebut?
Teacher   : Hambatanya ya susah ngapalin karena kalo monoton harus dari buku text kalo langsung dari buku text anak anak lama tapi kalo ubah pake kalimatmu sendiri pakenya bahasa inggris. Untuk pendukungnya dalam percakapan di smp ini ada ruangan yaitu ada lab bahasa yang walaupun sangat sederhana tapi kalo di kelas memakai kursi kalo di lab kita duduk melingkar sehingga memudahkan untuk mengajar lah nanti kan anak tergantung kelompoknya.
Wildan   : Strategi/cara apa yang bapak/ibu gunakan untuk mengatasi kesulitan dan kendala dalam proses pembelajaran?
Teacher   : Dengan mengubah percakapan kedalam bahasa sendiri
Wildan  : Menurut bapak/Ibu strategi mana yang sesuai dan efektif digunakan untuk mengajar kelas berbicara (speaking) khususnya percakapan (conversation)?
Teacher   : Kalo saya lebih suka ke rolelplay ya
Wildan  : Mungkin cukup itu saja mrs terimakasih atas waktu wawancaranya semoga data yang ibu berikan bisa membantu sehingga dapat memenuhi data untuk tugas akhir saya.
Teacher   : Nggeh selamat dan semoga sukses mas wildan
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